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As the summer moves into Autumn, club members remain
as active as ever. The hut meets continue to be well
attended and regular indoor wall climbing sessions are
again being planned. The summer meet in the twin
locations of the Dolomites and Austria were a great
success and enjoyed by a wide group of members, even if
some of us were without clothes and kit for most of the
week in Austria (see Ted's excellent write up). Thanks to
the kindness and matching shoe sizes of Ted and myself,
him lending me a spare pair of his boots and a waterproof,
the Austrian mountains were still able to be enjoyed. All I
can say is don't fly KLM or change flights at Amsterdam
airport - and we have never received so much as an apology!
The Presidents meet in Edale beckons and spaces are still available, so what are
you waiting for if you aren't currently on the guest list? The Tat list is coming along
nicely, but there is still time to inform me (in the strictest confidence, of course) of
any potential award recipients due to gaffs by members. Also, a date for your diaries,
the AGM will be held on the 10th November at The Plough. Any members wishing to
have an item on the agenda, please submit them to the club secretary, Diane Giles.
Stay safe on your activities and I look forward to seeing many of you at the
Presidentʼs meet soon.
Take care, Ian

Eggheads: The BBC have approached us: “
“We are currently making a new series of the show
and are on the lookout for new and unique teams
who might be interested in having a bit of
fun and applying to take part in the
show. With that in mind, we think a
team of mountaineering enthusiasts
would fit the bill perfectly, so I just
wanted to get in touch on the off
chance that some members from within
the club might be interested in having a laugh and
forming a team to apply for the show”.
After a brief discussion at the club, it seems we
are interested. So I got in touch and got the
following response….
“We will be filming the new series in Glasgow
between 13th - 26th November 2016. We do film 5
shows each day though so teams are needed

for a maximum of 24 hours within this period... So
even if you were only available for one or two of
these dates, that's no problem at all from our point
of view. We can work round
anything. We also pay for all travel/
accommodation required for
successful teams. Each team needs
6 members (5 on the team and 1
reserve member).To get the ball
rolling, we just need one team
member (the captain) to complete and return the
attached application form. We will need one from
all 6 members but as soon as we have one, we
can give you a call and take it from there”.
So… 6 members… please get in touch with me!
Great publicity for the club and a bit of fun to boot
CONTACT Ed
.

Pete Marsden
Pete, coming up for his 91st Birthday has just had a
pacemaker fitted, so there will be no stopping him now.
Best Wishes from all.

Presidentʼs Meet,
Ed tells us that he will have a least one barrel of beer..not free
of course.
And donʼt forget Tats

This issue,
Dolomites, by Jo, Ted, Pete H and others, Coniston Meet, St Cuthberts Way, Over the Garden Wall, Charity Event for
Tim and Rachel, Tuesday Climbing at Bear Rock, The Scottish Borders Hill walking Club report. BMC to stay BMC

Corvara and Cortina, Dolomites 2016, by Jo Jones
First Day
The Sassongher
(2435m) walk and
via ferrata (Jo,
Gareth, Pete, Elvyn,
Brian, Ted & Carol)
A sunny day up until
midday!
The seven of us
started the day at
Colfosco, Col Pradat
ski-lift car park.
Walked up to the
Forcella Sassongher
(2435m). Here the via
ferrata started,
leading up to the
summit of the
Sassongher (2665m)
itself – spectacular
views on our first day
from the summit!
Found
and signed the
The Sassonger taken from the Chalet
visitor’s book at the
summit cross. The majority of the group descended via the
zigzag paths alongside the gondola, whilst I took a ride on
the Gondola and watched them descend. A great first day
walk and via ferrata.

Pete takes a picture of a young woman as she reaches the summit
of the Sassonger....oh you were taking a snap of the mountains,
sorry Pete.

Viel del Pan walk (Jo, Gareth, Pete, Elvyn, & Brian)
Starting in Arabba, we took the cable car up to Porto
Vescova (2478m) whilst admiring the views of the Val
Badia en route. At Porto Vescova we had fantastic views of
the Marmolada. From here we headed to the fork (2349m)
and continued on to the Rifugio Viel de Pan (2432m) where
we stopped for lunch. Along this route we had magnificent
views of the Marmolada; the Lago di Fedaia and its dam at
the foot of the Marmolada; the Civetta; views of the black
lavic pinnacles Le Forfesc; views N of the Sella massif with
Piz Boe peak in the distance and views of Sasso Capello.
Continuing along the Viel del Pan we headed towards the
Rifugio Fredarola (2400m) walking along a carpeted track
of flowers with views of the Catinaccio before descending
past a chapel and round the outcrop of Sass Becce
following path no. 601 back to Passo Pordoi (2239) where
we stopped for a few refreshments before eventually

getting the bus back to
Arabba after having
missed it by 15 minutes
two hours earlier!
Ted cooked one of his
fabulous curries that
night – his best yet!
Great stuff – thank you!

The Lagazuoi Tunnels
(Jo, Gareth, Pete, Elvyn,
Brian Ted, Carol, Ed,
Sue, Brian G, Viola &
Rob)
Gareth finds the visitors book
Passo Falzarego (2108m),
at the summit cross
the start of our walk, is one of the most strategically
situated road passes in the Dolomites, close to the
Austrian-Italian border, and during World War One, a total
of 11 tunnels in the Lagazuoi mountains were bored
through rock dating back from 1917. From their
stronghold on Cengia Martini, the Italians intended to
dislodge the Austrians on the Lagazuoi Piccolo summit. A
huge loss of life in this war of the tunnels to not much
avail.
We took the cable car from Passo Falzarego up to the
Rifugio Lagazuoi. From here we walked W along a narrow
ridge to a broader path to the summit of Lagazuoi Piccolo
(2778m) with spectacular views, albeit, a bit cloudy and
wet! From here we returned to the Rifugio Lagazuoi and
descended through the steep and slippery tunnels aided
by the use of our head torch as there was no natural light,
and a via ferrata wire, back to Passo Falzarego.

Reverse mountaineering at its best
Sass de Putia walk and via ferrata (Jo, Gareth, Pete,
Elvyn & Brian)
As the weather forecast was rain and more rain, we
decided to head further north, one hour away from
Corvara to be precise, in search of some better weather!
We parked at Passo delle Erbe (1978m) and walked S
between two forestry tracks through a wood of Arolla
pines, leading up to a view of Sass de Putia on the edge of
a depression where you can see the exposed dark red and
grey strata underlying the Sass de Putia. The heather and
bilberry path continued past several summer hay huts
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before reaching the 2067m junction near the Munt de
Funella hut to skirt the mountain on the SW side. Narrow
paths, carpeted with alpenrose and mountain pine
continued as we ascended around the mountainside. Here
we came to a gully and ascended a 200m hard climb up
the gully, zigzagging between boulders and Rhaetian
poppies to emerge at Forcella di Putia (2357m).
From Forcella di Putia we walked for a further hour up into
another gully to reach a broad saddle (2760m). Here we
ascended the via ferrata (all in cloud) via an exposed
shoulder to the summit of Sass de Putia (2875m), which
was still in cloud, with an occasional glimpse of the
surrounding views when the cloud broke. After a lunch
stop at the top, we returned to the saddle via the via
ferrata then ascended its twin peak Piccolo Sass de Putia (a
few metres lower!) where we had views of the SassopiatoSassolungo, the Pelmo, Civetta, Sesto group, Piz Boe on
the Sella and the Austria Alps. Form here we returned via
our ascent route back to Forcella di Putia.
We stopped off at the Utia Vaciara (2025m), an old hay hut
which has been converted into a rustic eatery place, which
views SE over Val badia to Sasso della Croce. Pete and
Brian tried out the Radler drink! Continuing on our route
we headed uphill through wood and flowery slopes to
reach a pass known as Goma (2111m) marked by a
crucifix. From here we headed NW downhill through a
wooded area passing Utia de Goma (2025m). Heading W
we walked through more woods created by huge fallen
boulders below the main peak climbing out to Munt de
Funella (2067m) before heading back to Passo delle Erbe
(1978m). A fantastic walk and via ferrata.

Piz da Lech via ferrata (Gareth & Pete) Sunny day!
Starting from the apartment in Corvara, Gareth and Pete
walked to the lifts and took the Boe Gondola and the
Vallon chairlift to take them within 15 minutes of the start
of the Piz da Lech via ferrata. The via ferrata started in a
broken gully left of an overhang. This route was a mix of
easy sections interspersed with some short steep and
intricate pitches. After 30-40 minutes of climbing there
was a steep and exposed section. The wall was then
climbed by two 15 m ladders before walking to the Piz da
Lech summit with a large cross and good views of the Sella
plateau, Val de Mezdi and the Rifugio F. Cavazza al
Pisciadu at the top of Via Ferrata Brigata Tridentina. From
here they headed down a scree path. An exhilarating via
ferrata. They then headed to the Rifugio Franz Kostner for
some refreshments before heading back down the chairlift
and goldola back to Corvara.
Ten of us then went out for a group meal that evening in
Corvara – the pizzas are very Italian and very good!

Piz da Lech, the Ladders.
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Averau via ferrata (above) (Jo, Gareth, Pete, Elvyn, &
Brian) Cloudy and sunny.
Saturday was our change-over day where we left Corvara
and some of our fellow HMC members as they headed
north to Austria for their second week, and we headed to
Cortina still in the Dolomites for our second week (Jo,
Gareth, Pete, Elvyn & Brian). Not one to waste the day we
decided to do a via ferrata en route to Cortina. Averau via
ferrata started as we took the Cinque Tori chairlift up
from a car park just off the SS 48 road up to Rifugio
Scoiattoli. Form here we walked a further 30 minutes or
so up to Rifugio Averau. We then followed a track which
contoured around the east side of Averau, before
zigzagging up the steep hill to the start of the via ferrata
at which point we got kitted up! The first hurdle to
negotiate was a bulging overhang, after this, the rock
was good and the second part of the route was well
protected eventually emerging at the foot of a large,
featureless scree-filled combe. We then proceeded to zig
zag uphill again to reach the summit of Averau (2595m)
where we paused for lunch and some photographs. Our
decent route was the same as our ascent route with one
exception, we took the chimney route climbing down
stemples back over the overhang to the start of the via
ferrata. This last sections of the via ferrata were rather
busy with queues of people trying to pass each up going
up and down the same route! A great via ferrata though.
Leaving Averau we headed to Cortina to collect our keys
to our villa for the second week – which was also at the
top of another hill, but we weren’t disappointed with the
location.
Round the Croda da Lago walk (Jo, Gareth, Pete, Elvyn
& Brian) Cloudy, rain, occasional sunshine.
This walk took us around the Croda de Lago, a relatively
modest Dolomite formation with its ridge of jagged
points as well as taking in the Laston di Formin – a
gigantic, inclined, table-like slab that runs up alongside
side it. Our walk began near a bridge called Ponte di
Rocurto (1700m) through a wooded area, traversing the
Apres a hards days walking.. Corvara chalet

Rio Costeana stream, scrambling over rocks before
exiting over a high gorge. Form here we climbed to a
junction close to Cason di Formin (1885m), a log cabin.
Our next viewpoint had views of the Cinque Tori,
Nuvolau, the Tofane, the Pommagagnon and the
Sorapiss, albeit a bit damp and cloudy. From here we
followed the Val Negra to Lago Federa onto the Rifugio
Palmmieri (2046m) which lies below the eastern wall of
the Croda da Lago. Here we thought it only polite to stop
for refreshments.
Suitably refreshed we continued S walking up to Forcella
Ambrizzola (2277m), a passage between the Croda da
Lago and the Becco di Mezzodi. Heading NW we climbed
up scree to the Forcella di Formin ( 2462m), also known
as the Forcella dei Lastoni di Formin, directly under Cima
Ambrizzola. From here we took a short detour walk on
the great slabs of the Lastin di Formin, an eerie, rather
lunar landscape with large cracks that run deep into the
rocks with spring gentian flowers nestled amongst them.
After our detour we headed N following the west wall of
the Croda da Lago walking amongst large, fallen
boulders and scree – a definite lunar landscape! Gareth
and Elvyn tried their hand at a spot of bouldering!
Walking further on we eventually reached some greenery
as we approached Val Formin and eventually Cason do
Formin (1885m) before heading back on the final leg
back to the road at Ponte di Rocurto. A great walk,
despite the weather!

Views of Tre Cime from the trenches on Monte Piana
Monte Piana walk and Tre Cime views (Jo, Gareth,
Pete, Elvyn & Brian) Cloudy with some sunshine.
The northern flanks of the mountain of Monte Piana were
an Austrian stronghold during World War 1, whilst
southern Monte Piana was Italian. The entire mountain
top is honeycombed with trenches, artillery positions,
fortifications and tunnels in which there was significant
loss of life in 1915. The 360 degree views from the top
of Monte Piana were exceptional and they put a lot of the
Dolomite mountains in perspective.
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This walk began with a long climb up a road from Lago
d’Antorno to the Rifugio Bosi (2205m), where we of
course stopped for refreshments. Continuing NNW west 2
we walked across grassy slopes climbing past wartime
positions up to Capanna Carducci (2325m). From here we
headed NE to Forcella dei Castrati and then N to the
Austrian-held zone to a plateau rutted with deep
trenches and tunnels as well as deep cracks and crevices
with a large wooded cross Crossi di Dobbiaco (2305m)
standing directly over Val di Landro.
From here Gareth and I returned via the same route to
Forcella dei Cancostrati following a narrow path with a
guiding cable on its exposed sections along a natural
ledge past entrances to tunnels, whilst Pete, Elvyn and
Brian took a via ferrata route and we met up with them
15 minutes later where we zigzagged downhill along Val
Rinbianco (1718m) eventually crossing a wooden bridge
over an alpine brook. Heading uphill again on path no .
108 between Monte Piana and Croda dell’Anhena we
arrived at a summer farm Malga Rinbianco about 1 hour
later, before heading back down to the Tre Cime road
near the toll booth.
Being so close to Tre Cime and having paid 25 euros for
the toll road we then drove up to the Refugio Auronzo
where we once again stopped off for some refreshments
before walking during early evening to a church beneath
the Tre Cime to try and see the sun setting over the Tre
Cime – but alas it was not to be on this occasion – too
cloudy!

Via ferrata Ivano Dibono (Jo, Gareth & Pete) Cloudy
with some sunshine.
This was a great, long awaited via ferrata with the longest
suspension bridge in the Dolomites, with spectacular
views across the Dolomites, although we didn’t envisage
a closed lift (second lift was closed for repairs), which
added 3 hours 40 minutes to our day (ascent and decent
time) which meant we could only do one peak as
opposed to two peaks (via ferratas) in order to get the
first lift back down again in time before it closed. That
said we took the first chairlift from Rio Gere to Rifugio
Son Forca. This is where the fun started! We then climbed
for 2 ½ hours up the steepest shale you could imagine
under the closed gondola, which for every step you took
forward you took three steps back – it was so energy
zapping! After refuelling at the top, we started the via
ferrata from the top of the closed gondola station via
some ladders, several wires across the ridge and a short
tunnel before crossing the longest suspension bridge in
the Dolomites, albeit, a bit rickety in places. We then
ascended another ladder onto an airy ridge with cable
before reaching the summit Cristallino (3008m). Here we
paused for a photo and took in the spectacular views
before retracing our steps back over the via ferrata to the
top of the gondola. It is a shame we didn’t have time to
complete the other via ferrata (4 hours long) up to the
top of Cima di Mezzo due to insufficient time as a result
of the closed lift – we left this one for next time! Instead
we slid all the way down the steep shale (1 hour 10 mins)
back to the top of the working chairlift which we took
back to Rio Gere.
Heading back to Cortina we stopped off at the
Ristaurante Rio Gere for a well-earned drink or two!

The five of us went our for a meal in Cortina that evening
at a very welcoming and friendly Italian restaurant called
El Bronsin – it was so good that we booked it again for
Friday night!
Rifugio Vandelli Traverse (Jo, Gareth & Brian) Cloudy
and sunny.
(Elvyn and Pete spend a day traversing the Marmaloda)
Starting at Passo Tre Croci (1805m) our circular route of
12.5km for the first hour headed through woods around
the base of the Marcoira and Loudo mountains passing
overgrown forts with views of the Marmarole range
ahead. On the edge of a steep sided valley the path
climbs up metal ladders climbing up onto a path aided by
a cable section. Lots of springy dwarf mountain pine
trees cover the next part of the route before eventually
exiting, after almost two hours, at a fantastic hut called
Rifugio Vandelli (1928m) and a lake below the towering
Punta Sorapiss mountain (3205m). Here we once again
stopped for refreshments and admired the views N to the
Cadini, the Sesto Dolomites and the Misurini lake in the
distance. A short walk around the back of the hut we
were overwhelmed with the delightful translucent greenblue Lago di Sorapiss below the north face of the Punta
Sorapiss where we stopped to take a photo or two!
Jo on the Ivano Dibono
bridge – longest suspension
bridge in the Dolomites,
albeit a bit rickety!)

Backtracking downhill for several minutes from Refugio
Vandelli we then climbed steeply uphill zigzagging our
way towards Cime Ciadin del Loudo with views of the Tre
Cime and neighbouring Cadini. After one hour we arrived
at an aided stretch via a short ledge (2243m) before
entering the basin of the Ciadin del Loudo. Here we
headed W across an undulating path instead of our
intended scree path, which was closed due to rock fall, to
emerge at a col where we stopped for lunch before
climbing up another rock passage at Forcella Ciadin
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(2378m) aided by a cable due to some exposure. Here we
had good views of the Cristallo group. Returned through
woods and forestry tracks back to Passo Tre Croci .

Via Ferrata Giovanni Barbara and Via ferrata Lucio
Dalaiti (Gareth, Pete, Elvyn & Brian) Lots of rain!
I took the sensible option this day and stayed in the Villa
due to the forecast of rain and more heavy rain and I really
didn’t feel like getting wet again! Hence, I had a big grin on
my face when the four of them arrived back not just
dripping wet, but their clothes underneath their
waterproofs were soaked too!
Starting from the visitors’ centre car park at Valle di Fanes,
Gareth, Pete, Elvyn and Brian ventured out for their
waterfall via ferrata following a track to Ponte Outo where
the via ferrata starts. A metal plaque marks the start of the
via ferrata (in the pouring rain!), and they took a cable
leading down a sloping ledge to a higher waterfall, which
they walked behind whilst getting a little damp! The route
continued downstream from the main waterfall to a metal
bridge. However, this metal bridge ceased to exist and the
waterfall was unpassable. As a result they were forced to
turn back and re-trace their steps back to the start instead

of continuing with the second via ferrata, by which time
they were well and truly soaked!
Retuned to El Bronsin for our final meal in the Dolomites
that night –

did you hear about the few hundred metre dinner walk
that turned out to be a trek led by Elvyn and Brian?
Glad I wasn’t on a mountain with them that night –
failure to read a map, failure to recognise the
restaurant, continuing to walk onwards without any
clue, failure to provide any due care and attention to
their party members - when did they realise they had
gone the wrong way – you might ask? We entered the
restaurant and ordered drinks – I do believe they were
at the bottom of the hill on their way back up to our
villa before they realised that they might have taken
the wrong route! I think a TAT award might be a
possible reward Mr. Chairman?!
Jo

A few pictures to fill a hole,
Above, bottoms up on the ascent of the Sassongher via ferrata,
left, Gareth descends Lagazuoi Tunnels and the exposed path outside
the tunnels.
Below lunch after the Piz Cir via ferrata.
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Piz da Cir Via ferrata and walk from Jimmy’s hut
(Jo, Gareth, Pete, Elvyn, Brian, Ted, Carol, and
Blanka, Viola and Rob)
Via ferrata: This was an excellent 2A via ferrata on
our second day. Our day started at Passo Gardena
where we parked the cars and walked up the vehicle
track adjoining the Hotel Cir to the top of the
Dantercepies lift station. From here we ascended
directly north behind the ski station up a grassy rib
then continued to ascend to the route by the lefthand gully before scrambling over large boulders to
the start of the via ferrata which started by climbing
a ladder, which levelled out to a small platform next
to which a Madonna statuette guards the route. The
via ferrata continued to ascend on good rock and on
some exposed sections but all of which were
protected by the wire. Great views on the way up and
at the summit, which only seated six of us at a time!
After having descended part of the via feratta our
descent route followed a series of zigzags down a
horrible scree gully before traversing across to
Jimmy’s hut where we met Ted and Carol for the
second part of our day after lunch..

Walk: Taking the path which climbed NE through
dwarf mountain pines and white rock paths which
eventually led into an eerie silent valley, colonised by
yellow mountain avens and an abundance of pointy
rock pinnacles before reaching Passo Cir (2469m).
From here we walked through a sheep gate heading
NE across the head of the barren Val de Chedul and
up to Passo Crespeina (2530m), which has an
evocative sculpted crucifix. We were also greeted by
two long-eared sheep having a good scratch on a
fence pole. Here we had views of the Sciliar and the
Sassopiatto-Sassolunga to the SW; views of the
Cevedale in the distance beyond; as well as the vast
Piz da Cir, spot Jo!
expanse of the undulating Puez plateau, punctuated
by a number of unusual cones that make it reminiscent of the Monument valley, with the Refugio Puez visible due N in the
distance. The path descended NE passing Lago di Crepeina (2374m) which by this time it had started to rain, which got
heavier and heavier by which time we were all in full waterproofs – this was typical English weather and not the sunny
days we were used to on our previous visit to the Dolomites. The rain was relentless, resulting in a howling thunder storm
and lightening at which point we stopped to sit out the storm. A group of fellow mountaineers were noted walking with
umbrellas, not a sight you normally see in the mountains. before starting our return route heading E passing Laga de
Ciampei with
views of the
back of the
Sassongher
which we
had walked
up the day
before.
Elvyn cooked
for six of us
after a long
day.
Jo

Pete H and Elvyn!

!

!

Ascent of The Marmolada. 3,343 m ""

The climb was
completed just
two days prior to
the start of our
homeward
journey, previous
plans to attempt
the mountain
being thwarted by
poor weather
forecasts. Our
route was on the
north face, which
is around 4500 ft
high from Lago di
Fedala, a
reservoir, to the
summit at just
under 11,000 ft.
Above 8,800 ft
the face is
covered by
glaciers, which
are receding by
over 20 ft a year.
A rather old lift
system gives a
very sedate ride
to a refuge at
8600 ft, this
consists of a small
metal platform on
which there is just
room for two
people to stand,
which is boarded
by a run and
jump! The glacier
is reached
15mins. above the
lift, and the initial
steep slope of
bare ice running
with water was
climbed un-roped.
Above this the
angle eased, but
crevasses come
into view and we
roped up for a zigzag route avoiding the most crevassed areas. The slowest section
was negotiating a area of steep ice covered in loose gravel which
had fallen from the cliff above. Once above the bergschrund, a
fairly straight forward rock wall is climbed to an upper glacier,
where an easy walk takes you to the summit called Punta Penia.
After lunch on the misty top, the route was reversed back to the
valley, the sun appearing on and off as it had done all day.
Pete H
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Elvyn, Ted, Brian C and Brian K
climbed the classic Brigada
Tridentina via ferrata,
2000ft ft of up!
Pic of Brian K by Elvyn

Brigada Tridentina,

Dolomites

Half way up, Elvyn, the route started in the valley. below, the bridge

Brian and Brian, Elvyn and Ted
A classic via ferrata with its own (packed)
car park.
An early start at 8..am just got us ahead
of the crowds. The via ferrata is in two
parts, after a levelish walk from the car
park, the first cabled section took us
uphill for a few hundred feet. Then a
path traversed around the corner for the
real thing. 2000ft of up. The route was
now very busy with hundreds of climbers
including a number of young children
who seemed quite at home on near
vertical rock.
About half way up there is an escape
route with cable which levels out and
then takes a steep path to the refuge. No,
we didn’t take it but it was a convienient
place for a bite to eat and a drink
because we could clip into this lower cable
and take a rest with our feet hanging over the edge. The crowds continued climbing above us and after 15
minutes of rest we rejoined the main cable with a very nice Italian allowing us to clip on in front of him...and
few hundred others. There are some short ladder sections and stemples to help and eventually we reached
the suspension bridge overhanging what appears to be a thousand foot of nothing and can be seen for the
road in the valley far below. Crossing the bridge took us to another short via ferrata before we reached the
end of the route and a path took us to the refuge for a well deserved beer.
The excitement not yet over though, before the beer Elvyn gave first aid to a German guy who tripped over
in front of us and dislocated his finger and was in some pain., That done, beer drunk, time to descend and
another epic, the first 500ft of the descent is so steep and loose that there is a cable to help on the zig zag
path which crossed an old snowfield halfway down. After two hours we finally reached the car. A very good
day.
Ted
The Brigada Tridentia translates from the Italian as “Third Brigade”, the army unit stationed here in WW1

Austria
Austria
Moving a hundred miles north of the Dolomites,
Ed, Sue, Brian G, Ted and Carol travelled to the
Austrian town of Matrei in the Hohen Tauern
Mountain range in the East Tyrol. We left Jo and
Co to go to Cortina (see Jo’s account).
Here we were joined by Nettie, Ian, Alan and Sue
who had flown out to Innsbruck via Amsterdam.
Sadly whilst they joined us, their suitcases didn’t
and went on a week long holiday of their own.
No boots, no waterproofs, no walking gear and
most importantly no knickers. Fortunately Matrei
had shops to cater for the latter but for a few days
it was borrow and make do.
Half the luggage turned up four days later and the

Excellent views
were had in all
directions but the
best was of the
Grossglockner,
Austria’s highest
mountain only 10
miles away. Later
First night, view from the Chalet
in the week we
were to get a little closer.
Hurrying now, downhill to the cable car station to
get the last car down. First day a success although
chairman Ian was wearing my spare boots and
jacket. I didn’t ask the ladies about their under
garments!
Wandered around the town that night
sussing out places to eat and settled on
a pizza parlour. Good food.
We returned later that week for lunch at
the refuge and made a longer walk
including descending half way down to
the Kals valley and getting the other
cable car back to the top and a now
familiar walk back to the Matrei lift. In
the meantime a minor ascent was made
by all to the Pfarrerbuchel 2389m and I
wandered further along the ridge to the
Kaiser Hohe 2434m, followed for most
of the way by the intrepid Nettie and
Carol.

rest the next day..i.e. the day before we left for
home.

After visiting a spectacular waterfall a
days walk in itself we tried out the local hotel
restaurant, a five minute walk (uphill) from the

This area is totally different to the
Dolomites, different rock, bigger
mountains and more inaccessible.
The one and only cable car in the
town was useful taking us over
3500ft to the Goldried cable car
station at 2156m saving a four hour
walk (the official time on the
signposts) and a 3 hour walk back.
The lift started at 9.00am and
finished from the top at 4.30pm,
giving a shortish day. One day, after
we had purchased a week’s ticket it
was closed due to high winds.
None the less, the first full day after
some knicker shopping saw the
party take the lift and have a
pleasant stroll on a good path to the
Kals Matreier Torhauser refuge (no
me neither). A typical mountain
refuge with food and drink. Lunch was taken
nearby but we popped in for coffee and for some
cakes. We resolved to make this a lunch
destination on another day. The weather was dry
but cloudy and we continued now uphill to the
Adler Lounge cable car which descended to the
Kals Valley on the other side of the ridge.

Above St Jakob

chalet for an excellent meal with great service, we
returned there for a final meal...the last supper!
Looking at the map Ed spotted another route in a
valley 10 miles away at the village of St Jakob in
Defereggen so on the sunniest day of the week we
took the lift to the refuge followed by a two hour

More Austria
high level walk to pass called Ochsenlenke at
2713m.Here there was a rubber stamp and pad in a
box to prove that you had got there. Some of us tried
to get up the ridge to the summit of Degenhorn but it
soon became clear that the short distance on the map

concealed a tricky and very chossy path which only led to
steep descent before contouring around to the summit. It
was also clear that the path to this nearly 3000m summit
looked a bit like Crib Coch. So while fortune may challenge
the brave we retreated to the refuge for welcome coffee
and cakes. There is always another day.
Final trip out was to visit the Kals valley which we had seen
from afar. This is .one of the start points for the ascent of
the Grossglockner We parked at the road end (we had paid
a toll of 10 Euros
for the road but
that included
free parking in a
massive car
park) and soon
saw either
exhausted but
The Studhutte
happy climbers
returning to their cars or others setting off for the two day climb. We
took their route and the only one up the mountain, overtaking a
climbers. To be fair they were carrying ice climbing gear and heavy
sacs. Stopped halfway up at the Lucknerhous refuge for coffee and the
needed loo visit, this was a steep ascent on a good path young children
seem to make OK but from here it became steeper and more serious.
More climbers were descending looking quite knackered, one of two or
more of out party turned back but eventually, Ed, Alan, Ian, Nettie, Ted
and Carol reached the Studhutte at 2802m, the final hut before the
summit and the start of the snow. Looking at the map we had done
three quarters of the route but from now on it was proper ice climbing
with a a giant notice board in several languages including English with
advice such as “if you have not reached the second snowfield in 3
hours, turn back”. Also included a map showing the snowfields and
glaciers which had to be crossed.
We had lunch outside in brilliant sunshine, had a play on the snow and
visited the hut for coffee and more cakes before the long descent back
down. Reunited with the other sat the Lucknerhous, more coffee and
Love em or hate em, lots of Marmites to be seen
cakes before the final
knee-jerking descent (for some) to the car. A splendid day,
Last night in Matrei, the rain comes
perhaps the best day of the week. And because there was no cable
in...again! View from Chalet.
car, no pressure on time.
Thats it.
The verdict, both Ed and I agreed that another and better way to
see these mountains is to use the huts either for one night or a hut
to hut walk. Maybe another time.
Ted

CONISTON Sept

house. Phil of course, looking
like the Hunchback of Notre
Dame continue on into the
wilderness and was last seen
when he arrived back in time
for tea.
With a lot of wet gear
around, Trowie and Co make

The hut key arrives, the car reg number is blacked out for security reasons

Friday, Early arrivers, Brian K and Bruce, took a stroll up
the Old Man and returned by the lesser used path by Little
How Crags to Levers Water and back to the cottage. In
the meantime Carol and I, arriving a little later took a
wander up to the hostel and Levers Waters and the old
mine workings to find preparations for a wedding. The old
buildings of the mine have been done up with
accommodation and a licence to hold weddings the booze
was being unloaded at that time.
Returning to the cottage, others were turning up, Brian G
and Trowie, Jane, Harry, Bev, Phil, John and Dave D who
had done Helvellyn via Striding Edge, only problem was
the key was with Ed, he blamed Heavy Taffic for his late
arrival but blaming Status Quo seems a bit lame. None the
less eventually the door was opened as were a few bottles
of refreshment. While we were waiting, a young couple
next door, there for the wedding did invite us to use the
loo and make a brew, offer welcomed but declined.
Saturday. Rain for the wedding, rain for walking, rain for
everything. Nothing daunted through, Ed, Sue, Jane set
off from the cottage and crossed over to the Walna Scar
Road and dropped down into Torver before following the
lakeside to Coniston Village and back up the road to the
Miners Cottages. A ten mile walk.
In the meantime, Me, Brian K, Bruce, Phil, and Carol set
off for Wetherlam following the path for all from the
Cottage. The weather didn’t ease up just got worse but
we plodded onwards into the mist and driving rain looking
for the path occasionally using a compass to keep on track
(OK it was a GPS). Reached the summit and put plan B in
action so that instead of continuing to The Old Man
everyone except Phil descended to Swirl Hause and took
the easier path alongside Levers Water and back to the

up a good fire,
there was plenty
of coal but no
wood so much
paper was
screwed up to
get it going, it
was no good,
eventually Ed
and I went down
the road to get
firelighters..and
The hunchback at Wetherlam summit
extra food for the
nights dinner. It will be admitted that whilst in Coniston
we accidentally fell into the Black Bull by mistake and
decided to help the economy of the area.
A depleted HMC Catering Corps provided excellent dinner
for all and more refreshment was taken.
Sunday, dry and sunny, most returned home but the
Wetherlam party minus Phil repeated Ed;s previous day’s
walk over Walna Scar and down to Torver. Here was a nice
surprise,only a few yards off route, the village hall was
hosting a “Biker Breakfast”. Needing a comfort stop we
passed many hairy bikers both male and female to use the
facilities and as we left were confronted by a giant, very
hairy biker who enquired after our health and apologised
that breakfast had just finished and told us walkers were
always welcome. As he turned away the back of his
leathers were decorated with a large Cross, so he must
have been the vicar. Continued down to lake for sarnies in
the sunshine before the return up the Coppermines Valley
to collect cars.
Ted
A good fire going...at last

St Cuthberts Way
Popped into a bookshop whilst at The
Coniston Meet, bought randomly the Guide
book to St Cuthberts Way and a week later
Carol and I were in Kirk Yetholm which we
had last visited 41 years ago after finishing
the Pennine Way.
St Cuthberts Way supposedly follows the 66
mile route monks took carrying the body of the Saint from
Melrose to Lindisfarne, Holy Island .
From Melrose the Way goes along side the River Tweed to St
Boswells and continues south the Jedburgh before turning
north into England and crossing the northern hills of the
Cheviots. before crossing the sands to Holy Island when the tide
is out.
Day One. Left the campervan at Kirk Yetholm and took buses to
the start at Melrose on what turned out to be the hottest
September day ever. The route starts at the R Tweed by the
Abbey and goes up through the town before reaching open
countryside. and a further ascent of the Eildon Hills crossing a
saddle between the two main high points. Leaving our sacs we
climbed the higher at 400m before the descent to rejoin the R
Tweed. The book recommended a diversion to the famous
Dryburgh Abbey, crossing the River on a narrow suspension
bridge. Famous it might be but it is still a ruin and it costs to get
in so we left, returned to the path and finished the day at St
Boswells where the path happily went by the bus station.
Bus to Jedburgh and B&B. at the The Royal Hotel, next to the
bus stop.
A short but hot day. 7 miles.
Day Two. Rain. Took the bus back to
St Boswells and again followed the
river before leaving it for Dere Street,
an old roman road. A flat, muddy
wet day with no views for most of the
time. Arrived in Jedburgh back to the
same B&B. 14 miles.
Day Three, This was to be the
longest day and we were carrying
overnight gear again.
A cloudy and drizzly start with lots of
classic hill mist until lunchtime when
Dere Street, wet,
we came out into warm sunshine.
overgrown and muddy. Gentle hills at first stopped for lunch at
the village of Morebattle, before ascending the hills of Grubbit
More and Wideopen Hill. The latter being the highest point on
the walk at 368m and the halfway point. These hills are the
northern outliers of the Cheviots.
Descended to Kirk Yethom to be reunited with the van and a
pint at the Border Inn. 16 Miles plus
Day Four. A damp start as we left the van for a couple of days,
followed the Pennine Way uphill for a couple of miles. The
weather improved as we reached the border with a finger post
at 360m welcoming us to England. (Welcome to Scotland on
the other side). We now turned north for the rest of the day
continuing over these northern Cheviots all day. A splendid
day’s hill walking before going down into the pleasant town of
Wooler and our B&B, at The No 1 Hotel and Lounge Bar.
(Honest) again right by the path. 14 miles
Day Five, The hot weather returned, left Wooler and took a hill
path for a while before descent to St Cuthberts Cave for lunch.
Oddly this is a diversion from the route. Soon after another final
high point gave fantastic views across to Holy Island, the coast
and tomorrow’s route.
Arrived at Fenwick village where a prearranged taxi took us
back to Kirk Yetholm and the van which I then brought back to a

camp site near
Fenwick. Might
seem an odd way
to do it, but
crossing to Holy
Island is
dependent on the
tide. 14 miles
Day Six. Another
sunny day, a
The Border
pleasant three mile
walk brought us to the causeway, now free of the sea and
choked with cars and coaches getting onto the island. We took
instead the Pilgrims Way, two and a half miles across the sands
following marker posts and the occasional rescue box.
It was wetter than we expected and in retrospect we should
have paddled and held on to boots, but we
didn’t and by the time we reached dry land
we had wet boots. Here we met a couple
also drying out their boots who were from
Baddesley a few miles from our home in
Nuneaton. The island was packed as was
the car park.We wandered around,looked at
the castle, the abbey left gear at the B&B
Rose Villa, and changed out of boots. Went
back into the village, it was now almost
deserted. The tide was now rushing in and it was a mad dash to
get off the island for the visitors. It was why we had to B&B it as
there was no way to walk in and walk out in between tides.

The guide posts on the Pilgrims Way, four hours later the sea
covered them to within three feet of the tops.
Above, a ladder leads to a rescue box.

So that was that 66 and more miles. Pleasant dinner at the Ship
Inn where we were reunited with three other couples we had
met over the preceding days and some refreshment was taken.
But it was not the finish... we decided to walk up the coast
following part of the Northumbria Way which took us to Berwick
and be reunited with the River Tweed. A beautiful coastal walk
with a third of it along the beach. Arrived at Berwick at 15.05
just in time to get the 15.06 bus back to Fenwick. 14 miles. plus
2 from Fenwick to our camp site.
A fine walk.
Ted

Over The Garden Wall
For our northern readers
From The Border Telegraph, Galashiels..
The Scottish Borders Hill Walking Club
Seven regulars, one potential member and one B walker arrived for our walk on Sept 4.
Leaving Selkirk in a minibus we were transported to Dryhope, the start point of our walk back to Selkirk.
Our first climb went up through the forest at Blakehope Rig. Through the gate at the top, it was an undulating walk
over Blake Muir to Fetham Hill.a warm sunshine with stunning views to all the surrounding hills.
After lunch it was down the hill to Kirkhouse, where we admired a beautiful garden with some bantams in the chicken
run.
Unfortunately the route from Krkhouse to Trquair is a mile and a quarter on the road. On reaching Traquaire Hall we
encountered the hall caretaker. She very kindly filled our water bottles. It was a long climb up to Pipers Knowe to the
Cheese Well and by then the temperature had risen considerably, so it was a slow hot journey.toBrown Knowe (523m)
Dropping down to Four Lords Land we had a tea stop. At this point, the leader succumbed to the intense heat. A quick
sugar burst and we were mobile again with one of the gentlemen carry the rucksac. At the Broadmeadows style it was
suggested the leader made her way home and she was accompanied by another member of the group, but the rucsac
continued on to Selkirk as her driver and transport were there. The others continued to the Three Brethren and down
Corbie Linn to Selkirk, a 21 mile walk in rather hot weather.
The lone B walker had gone up the Corbie Linn here he encountered the oldest walking group in Scotland, 100 years
from Glasgow.They insisted he had his photo taken with them. He then made his way back to Tibbie Tamson’s grave
and on to Selkirk.

Luggage arrives at
last..after knicker buying

“Perhaps we should have looked at the map before we set
off” actual quote after the Sassongher party missed the
path.

Sinc...this is a beard.

Sue gets a little light headed after a large glass of Austrian wine

Jane comes of age

Notice in loos in Austrian mountain hut,
fair enough!

And you thought
Town Yetholm
was a quiet, god
fearing
place...and
nibbles too!
I refused to let
Carol go! said
Ted
Nice manbag, Geoff.

FROM THE BMC WEBSITE
The HMC committee wrote to the BMC condemning the proposed
name change.
“Following a strong reaction to our rebranding announcement in July,
and after a period of consultation with members, the BMC has now
made the decision not to rebrand as Climb Britain.
During the first three weeks of September the BMC held twelve
consultation meetings across England and Wales to explain the
thinking behind Climb Britain and listen to membersʼ views and
concerns. Each meeting was attended by at least one senior BMC
official or staff member (president, director, CEO or Deputy CEO),
and our National Council met on 17 September to review the
feedback; written comments from individuals and clubs were also
taken into account in this process.
A strong consensus emerged in the meetings and as a result we can
now confirm that National Council has formally decided that the BMC
will not be rebranding as Climb Britain. During the consultation
process there was also general support for the idea of Climb Britain
being put to some other use within the BMC, e.g. as a promotional
campaign or marketing initiative; over the next two months we will be
assessing the options before reporting back to National Council in
December.
We have learnt some very important lessons from this experience –
not least that members feel a strong sense of ownership in the BMC
and want to be actively involved with major organisational decisions.
The BMC is an unusually diverse organisation with a rich heritage
and a dedicated workforce of staff and volunteers. We remain strong
and healthy and will continue to do our utmost to represent the wide
range of activities within our overall ʻmountaineeringʼ remit – be it hill
walking, bouldering, competition climbing, ski mountaineering, indoor
climbing, traditional or sport climbing and all aspects of winter
mountaineering and ice climbing.”

For dog lovers, pooch gets carried in rucsac to the top of
the Sassongher via ferrata. Nice hat too.
1st Tues Climbing at Bear Rock?…
After a request!! Weʼre happy to promote climbing sessions on
a monthly basis. If anyone is interested, please either mention it
on our Forum or Facebook pages for other participants. You
never know!

Tim Newton/Rachael Slater: The club will be holding
an event, probably in N Wales (1st May Bank Hol
2017), primarily to raise funds for mountain rescue, in
memory of Tim & Rachel. Another club may have a 48
person venue, possibly fee waived, and two clubs are
interested in having a joint meet with us. We would
have 20 places (or more if I’m inundated). Expressions
of interest to me in the first instance please, as we have
some decisions to make in November.
Ed

Hinckley Mountaineering Club
Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council
The Plough
Leicester Road
Hinckley

Meets
I!n addition to the monthly meets, There are a range of activities
including climbing, walking and mountain biking, all arranged on an
ad-hoc basic at the The New Plough Pub on Thursday evenings or on
the club Forum. And don’t forget the “Saga Louts” for midweek
walking.
To book a hut, contact Ed on 01455 274174 and pay a deposit of £5.
Huts
Unless told otherwise, you will need a sleeping bag and food for the
weekend and your kit. All huts and hostels have cooking facilities
although some members use the local hostelry. All huts have showers
with the exception of one,
Most huts are heated and where possible, ladies have a room to
themselves.
Please note that most of the properties are mountaineering club huts
and not Holiday Cottages. Some are suitable for family groups, some
are not. Check with Ed on this one.
Be Green.. try and share cars, again check with Ed to see who is
going.
And don’t forget the earplugs...or an iPod
Kit.
If you need to borrow kit, the club has some harnesses,
crampons, ice axes and helmets. Members of this club are
renowned for
hanging on to kit,
sacs, waterproofs and
even boots. Ask!

Every Thursday 9.00pm
hinckleymountaineering@hotmail.com
www.hinckleymc.org
Go to the web site to check the Forum
OUTSIDE NOW! contributions to
tedcotttrell@mac.com
Email: inedwards@hotmail.com
Tel: 01455 274174
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
!
!

Sept 2

!

Coniston

Oct 7 Presidents Meet, Edale
Nov 11 Trecastle
Dec 2

Ingleton

